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Problem of the Week #3: The Sweetest Strawberry
Topic: Geometry

Banana lives in a world filled with rectangles. Her house is rectangular, her strawberry farm is rect-
angular, and, curiously, the strawberries that she grows on her strawberry farm are also rectangular.
One day, her friend Anna comes to visit her farm, and together they picked out one of the sweetest
rectangular strawberries that had ever been picked. They knew it was sweet because of its rich
color and sweet-smelling strawberry goodness. Naturally, both wanting to experience equally the
delight of indulging in one of the sweetest strawberries on the entire farm, they immediately began
devising a plan to cut the strawberry exactly in half. The only tools they had at their disposal was
a collection of sharp straight-edges, which could be used solely to mark points (arbitrarily, or as
intersections of drawn lines), draw straight lines (going through any two marked points), and cut
(along a drawn line). But, they weren’t sure how to go about splitting the strawberry fairly.

Prove that it is possible for Anna and Banana to equally share their rectangular strawberry, by
using only the tools and operations described above to devise a process which ultimately allows
them to make a singular cut along one of the strawberry’s two midlines (they refuse to cut the
strawberry in half via any other means, because all other singular cuts along the strawberry destroy
its rectangular integrity). Assume that anything not explicitly mentioned is not accessible to Anna
or Banana; for example, the dimensions of the strawberry are not known. Also, assume that the
strawberry is two-dimensional, and that they are only allowed to make one cut, so that no other
method of sharing the strawberry other than the one described is acceptable.
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